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Aim 
 Discover patterns hidden in large data sets 
 Extract significant information 
 Exhibit it  

Method 
 Bio-inspired artificial intelligence: 
 neural non-supervised competitive learning 
 Algebraic projection onto principal components 
All algorithms implemented in Mathematica 
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Complex data
Le zoo de Spitzer

Hen

Duck

Goose

Owl

Hawk

Eagle

Fox

Dog

Wolf

Cat

Tiger

Lion

Horse

Zebra

Cow small

medium

large

2Legs

4Legs

hair

hoof

mane

feather

hunting

running

flying

swimming

nocturnal

domestic

Relationship 
between animals 
(on the left) and 
some of their 
anatomic and 
behavioral 
characteristics (on 
the right)  



Complex data
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GeoEconomics in Europa
Germany

France
Swtzland

Italy

Austria

UnitKngdm

Ireland

Belgium

Luxembourg

Nethlands

Denmark

Sweden

Norway

Finland

Spain

Greece

Portugal

Poland

Lithuania

CzechRepk

Hungary

Romania
Slovakia

Serbia
UnemploymentFraction

GiniIndex

MilitaryExpenditureFraction

Population

PopulationGrowth

InflationRate

GDP

GDPPerCapita

GDPRealGrowth

GovernmentDebt

BirthRateFraction

FemaleLiteracyFraction

Relationship 
between European 
countries  (on the 
left) and some of 
their socio-
economic 
characteristics (on 
the right). 
 
Colors of the links 
express intensities 



Outcome

Out[255]=

a: Projection

b: Buble Area

c :Color (red: min; blue: max)

The network collects 
flying and terrestrial 
animals (lower and upper 
clusters), and 
distinguishes hunters 
(colored) from others 
(simple text). 
Similar  animals (e.g. fox 
and wolf or goose and 
duck) are closely related 
on the projection  



Outcome

Out[190]=

a: Projection

b: Buble Area

c :Color (red: min; blue: max)

The network distinguishes 
large and relevant countries  
(bottom right) from smaller 
ones according to all 
available parameters.  
In this projection, the size of 
the bubbles represents GDP, 
the color GDP per capita. 
Norway, Switzerland and 
Luxembourg emerge in 
bluish colors as rich 
countries 



Plan 

 Establish a data set 

 Construct a neural network 

 Let it learn, thus enabling a holistic description of the available 
 information 

 Depict (project) the most informative items  

 Briefly discuss stochasticity and networks crowds 

 Some references
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a: Projection

b: Buble Area

c :Color (red: min; blue: max)
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(Mathematica) Wolfram 
Knowledge base

Establish a data set



Establish a data set



food 
to be

 abso
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e net

work

Establish a data set



. . . .

Define a formal neuron

Synapses, 
collect and store  
information 

Axon transmits 
information 
further, coded as a 
hue, from blue to 
red

Indeed an ugly over-
simplification of a real 
biological neuron!



Construct a neural network

Each cube 
represents a 
single neuron 
of the network

Hues from blue to 
red code the 

answer of each 
neuron to a 

presented pattern

Each neuron is 
connected 
through its 
synapses to the 
input data table 



Construct a neural network

The network is 
continuously 
morphed into a 
torus
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Construct a neural network

The network is 
continuously 
morphed into a 
torus



Construct a neural network

The topology of 
the torus is 
closed, without 
boundary 

Metrics and colors 
have been preserved 

during the 
transformation





Non Supervised Competitive Learning 

Patterns from the data set are randomly presented to the whole 
network (all neurons receive the same information) 

All neurons in the network enter in competition among themselves: 

the neuron whose synapses are the most similar to the presented 
pattern takes the lead (the winner takes it all)  
it re-enforces its own synaptic pattern according to the external 
pattern thus presented 
it forces its close neighboring neurons to copy the pattern 
it inhibits the neurons located further away



Non Supervised Competitive Learning 

NSCL is frequently observed in biological brains (mostly in cortical 
areas) 

NSCL enables the detection and representation of correlations 
secluded in the initial data set  
it is fundamentally stochastic (based on chance) 
it is auto-poetic in its essence, thus enabling the emergence of a 
coherent, holistic network of relations among the items presented 
to the neurons 
NSCL is definitely different from deep learning 

Once again, the simulation implemented here is a trivialization of the 
processes observed in biological brains 



Collected knowledge

The learning process is usually completed after about 1000  steps 

The knowledge implemented in the neural network is located in 
an abstract, geometric „cognitive space“, whose dimension equals 
the number of synapses per neuron 

The following slides depict this cognitive space and turn 
counterclockwise around the collected knowledge, in this case 
related to the European countries 

The cubes drawn on the slides do no longer represent (physical) 
neurons, but their respective locations in the cognitive space 



Cognitive space, collected knowledge 



Cognitive space, collected knowledge 



Cognitive space, collected knowledge 



Cognitive space, collected knowledge 



Cognitive space, collected knowledge 



Cognitive space, collected knowledge 

Algebraic methods have enabled the projection of the hidden 
information onto our usual three dimensional space  

Similar countries are collected in distinguished areas in the 
cognitive space. The frequency of the links between vertices, here 
countries, estimates the strength of their similarity 

The information collected, here 93.3%, measures the amount of 
information presented. The complement, 6.7%, remains hidden in 
the higher dimensions of the cognitive space 

Colors are related to a decision process explained later



Dove

Alien items, not considered 
during the learning process, 
may be presented to the 
network.  

In the present example, a 
dove, that has never been 
seen by the network, is 
assimilated to a duck.  

Other evaluations link 
Pegasus, the flying horse of 
the Greek mythology, to a 
zebra, the men to a wolf …  

Colors code the similarity of 
the alien item to the other 
items in the network. Red 
colors, high similarity. Bluish 
colors, low similarity  

Projection 



Kyrgyzstan

Alien items, not considered 
during the learning process, 
may be presented to the 
network.  

Taking the European 
countries as basis, 
Kyrgyzstan, belonging to 
Central Asia,  is assimilated 
to Serbia.  

Other evaluations link Japan 
to Germany, or Uzbekistan to 
Belgium …  

Colors code the similarity of 
the alien item to the other 
items in the network. Red 
colors, high similarity. Bluish 
colors, low similarity  

Projection 



plane view

front side

Small bubbles depict 
countries with low, large 

bubbles countries with 
higher population 

growth 

Red colors depict rather 
low social inequalities, 

bluish colors higher 
social inequalities   high information content 

high info content low info  

Projection 



Small bubbles depict 
countries with low, large 

bubbles countries with 
higher government debt 

Red colors depict low 
military expenditures, 

bluish colors higher 
military expenditures   

plane view

front side

high information content 

high info content low info  

Projection 



Stochasticity 

Non supervised competitive learning is fundamentally stochastic. 
Therefore, each completion of a learning cycle generates an unique 
network, indeed an unique individual 

However, networks generated under equal preconditions are clones 
among themselves. They deliver similar, coherent projections and 
answers  

Thus, instead of developing one single network, it is wiser to 
develop a crowd of them and to use any kind of voting system in 
order to infer a decision proposed by this virtual crowd, instead of 
considering an unique answer that would be akin to the „winner 
takes it all“ philosophy



Stochasticity 

Five identical learning 
processes deliver five 
different networks. 
 
All were required to 
identify „men“, all 
associated it to „wolf“ 



Stochasticity 

Poland

France

Poland

Serbia
Poland

Five identical learning 
processes deliver five 
different networks. 
 
All were required to 
associate an European 
country to Russia. Three 
selected Poland, one 
France and one Serbia 



Thank You! 
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Following documents are available here:  

https://app.box.com/s/v1lymu5zr7qf961wvxn6osgpxmbp0uci 

Ambühl J. Eckert P. Cattani D. Neural interpretation of ensemble ECMWF predictions, 2010. 
201505_Neural_Predictability.pdf 

Ambühl J. Neuronale Netze in Meteorologie, ein Beispiel, 2016. 
201609_D_Bionik_Neurones.pdf 

Амбюль Жак. Нейронные сети в метеорологии, пример, 2016. 
201609_Нейронные сети.pdf
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